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Abstract. Recently, gait recognition for human identification has received sub-
stantial attention from biometrics researchers. Compared with other biometrics, it 
is more difficult to disguise. In addition, gait can be captured in a distance by 
using low-resolution capturing devices. In this paper, we proposed a new rep-
resentation for human gait recognition which is called Motion Silhouettes Image 
(MSI). MSI is a grey-level image which embeds the critical spatio-temporal in-
formation. Experiments showed that MSI has a high discriminative power for 
gait recognition. The recognition rate is around 87% in SOTON dataset by using 
MSI for recognition. The recognition rate is quite promising. In addition, MSI 
can also reduce the storage size of the dataset. After using MSI, the storage size 
of SOTON has reduced to 4.2MB. 

1   Introduction 

In this paper, we proposed a new representation for gait recognition, Motion Silhou-
ettes Image (MSI). The idea of MSI was inspired by the Motion History Image (MHI) 
which is developed by Bobick and Davis [2]. Bobick and Davis used MHI for motion 
recognition and applied Hu moments for dimension reduction. Experiments had been 
done in a test set which contains 18 aerboics exercises and the recognition is above 
80%. Our proposed MSI is similar to MHI. However, MSI is simpler and easier to 
implement. MSI is a gray-level image which embeds the spatial and temporal infor-
mation. Experiments showed that MSI has a high discriminative power. Besides, it 
greatly reduced the computational cost and the storage size. In our proposed algorithm, 
we applied Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on MSIs for reducing the dimen-
sionality of the input space and optimizing the class separability of different MSIs. We 
use the SOTON dataset [3] to demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed algorithm.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We show the related research about 
gait recognition in Section 2. In Section 3, we reveal and explain the detail about Mo-
tion Silhouettes Image (MSI) and the proposed recognition algorithm. The experi-
mental results are shown in Section 4. Conclusion appears in Section 5. 

2   Related Work 

Murase and Sakai [4] proposed a parametric eigenspace representation for moving 
object recognition. Eigenspace representation is formerly used in face recognition [5]. 
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Murase and Sakai applied eigenspace representation in gait recognition and lip reading. 
In their proposed algorithm, the extracted silhouettes were projected to the eigenspace 
by using Principle Components Analysis (PCA). The sequence of movement forms a 
trajectory in the eigenspace which called parametric eigenspace representation. During 
recognition, the input image sequence of movement was preprocessed to form a se-
quence of binary silhouette and these formed a trajectory in the eigenspace. The best 
match was the one which gets the smallest distance between the input trajectory and the 
reference sequence. Huang, Harris and Nixon [6] applied the similar approach for gait 
recognition. Instead of using PCA, they used Linear Discriminating Analysis (LDA), or 
namely canonical analysis, for transformation. Wang and Tan proposed another new 
representation for gait recognition [7]. Wang and Tan generated a distance signal by 
unwrapping the human silhouette. The time-varying distance signals were applied to 
eigenspace transformation based on PCA. The performance of our proposed algorithm 
is compared with the performance of Wang’s algorithm. For more details, please refer 
to Section 4. 

3   Recognition Algorithm 

The proposed gait recognition algorithm could be divided into four steps: (i) Image 
sequences pre-processing, (ii) Motion Silhouettes Image (MSI) generation, (iii) Prin-
ciple components generation and (iv) Classification. Fig. 1 shows a flow diagram of our 
proposed algorithm. 

 

Fig. 1. Flow diagram of gait recognition by using MSI 

3.1   Preprocessing 

In our proposed gait recognition algorithm, silhouettes are the basis of the feature for 
recognition. By using background subtraction and thresholding, the silhouettes are 
extracted from the image sequences [5]. To further eliminate the scaling effect, the 
silhouettes are extracted according to the size of bounding box and resize to a standard 
size (128 x 88 pixels). Fig. 2 shows some examples of normalized silhouettes. 

    

Fig. 2. Normalized silhouettes 
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3.2   Motion Silhouettes Image 

Motion Silhouettes Image (MSI) is a gray-level image where the pixel intensity is a 
function of the temporal history of motion of that pixel. The intensity of the MSI 
represents motion information. MSI embeds the critical spatial and temporal informa-
tion and it could be formulated by (eqn. 1) . Fig. 3 shows some examples of MSI. 
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where I is the silhouette image, t is the current time, x and y are the horizontal and 
vertical coordinates of the image respectively. 

    
Frame 1 Frame 15 Frame 30 MSI 

Fig. 3. Examples of Motion Silhouette Image 

3.3   Training and Transformation 

PCA is used for capturing the principle components of the input space. The purpose 
of using PCA is reducing the feature space to a subspace which maximizing the 
variance of classes. Suppose there are C classes for training, each class Cc∈  has Nc  

of q-dimensional MSI mc, i ,where i is the instance label. The total number of training 

samples is Ntotal = N1 + N2 + … + Nc. The average MSI of all samples qℜ∈µ  is de-

fined as 
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and the covariance matrix ΣMSI is defined as 
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A transformation matrix Wpca = [w1, w2, … wp] is obtained where w1, w2, …wp  are the 
eigenvectors of the samples covariance matrix ΣMSI corresponding to p (p<q) largest 
eigenvalues. These eigenvectors are orthonormal to each other and span the eigenspace. 

The original MSI i c,m is projected to points i c,p  in p-dimensional eigenspace by using 

the transformation matrix Wpca.  
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where Cc∈  and i=1, 2, …, Nc 
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3.4   Recognition 

Suppose an input image sequence be r(t), where t = 1, 2…T. MSI mr is generated by 
using eqn. (1). The MSI is projected into the eigenspace by 

r
T

pr mwwwz ],...,,[ 21=  (5) 

The Euclidean distance E between the projected testing feature vector and the pro-
jected training feature vector is calculated (see eqn. 6). 
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where zr is the projected feature vector of testing MSI mr and zc,i is the projected feature 
vector of training MSI mc,i. The calculated Euclidean distance E is used for classifica-
tion by using the nearest neighbor (NN) classifier. The image sequence r(t) is classified 
as class c if the Euclidean distance E is the minimum among other training samples. 

4   Experiments and Results 

We used SOTON dataset for evaluating the proposed algorithm. SONON dataset was 
developed by University of University of Southampton [3]. SOTON dataset contains 
115 subjects and total 2,128 walking sequences. The walking sequences were filmed in 
a controlled laboratory environment and captured with a digital video cam at 25 frames 
per second. The sequence could be divided into two types: (I) subject walking from 
right to left and (II) subject walking from left to right. For our purposes, the silhouettes 
is extracted and normalized to a standard size (128 x 88 pixels). We adopted the scheme 
of FERET [8] for the evaluation and measure the recognition rate by cumulative match 
score. All experiments are implemented by Matlab and run in a PC computer with P4 
2.26GHz and 512MB memory. Fig. 4 shows some walking sequences in SOTON 
dataset. 

In our proposed algorithm, we used MSI as the basis for recognition. As we men-
tioned before, SOTON dataset contains two types of walking sequences: people 
walking from left to right and people walking from right to left. We did not separate 
these sequences for the experiments. In the testing and training subsets, they included 
sequences from different walking direction. As a result, it is more difficult for the 
recognition. The experiment could reveal the discriminative power of the proposed 
representation in gait recognition. 

 
(a) 

 
 (b) 

Fig. 4. Examples of walking sequence in SOTON dataset: (a) walking from right to left (b) 
walking from left to right 
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4.1   Recognition with Different Number of Training and Testing Samples  

To evaluate the recognition effects with different number of training and testing sam-
ples, we conduct three tests: (A) 90% of the image sequences in each class is used for 
training and other 10% is used for testing;(B) 50% of the image sequences in each class 
is used for training and other 50% is used for testing; (C) 75% of the image sequences 
in each class is use for training and other 15% is used for testing. The recognition 
procedure is mentioned in section 3.2 and the result is shown in Table 1. In this ex-
periment, 95% of the accumulated variance of eigenvalues was used. The best identi-
fication rate was 87.15% when using (C) 90% train, 10% test. Fig. 5a shows the ranking 
order statistics for three different tests. The best identification rate was 87.15% by 
using (A) 90% train and 10%. The experiment revealed that the overall recognition rate 
by using (A) 90% train and 10% train is higher than using (B) 75% train and 15% test 
and (C) 50% train and 50% test (see Fig. 5a). 

Table 1. Recognition rates for different number of training and testing samples in SOTON 

 Top 1 Top 5 Top 10 
(A) 90% train 10% test 87.15% 95.18% 95.98% 
(B) 75% train 15% test 84.85% 93.76% 95.37% 
(C) 50% train 50% test 82.10% 92.31% 94.94% 

4.2   Recognition with Different Eigenvalues 

In this experiment, we used seven different percentages of accumulated variance of 
eigenvalues for evaluating the influence of the eigenvalues. The result is tabulated in 
Table 2. The result showed that the recognition rate is directly proportional to the 
number of eigenvectors (see Fig. 5b). Again, the overall recognition rate by using (A) 
90% train and 10% test is better than the others (B & C). 

Table 2. Recognition rates with different eigenvalues 

Percentages of accumulated variance of eigenvalues  
65% 70% 75% 80% 85% 90% 95% 

(A) 
90% 
train, 
10% 
test 

(i) 77.11% 
(ii) 
87.55% 
(iii) 
93.98% 

(i) 81.53% 
(ii) 
90.36% 
(iii) 
94.38% 

(i) 83.13% 
(ii) 
92.37% 
(iii) 
95.98% 

(i) 85.54% 
(ii) 
93.57% 
(iii) 
95.98% 

(i) 87.15% 
(ii) 
95.58% 
(iii) 
95.98% 

(i) 86.75% 
(ii) 
94.78% 
(iii) 
95.98% 

(i) 87.15% 
(ii) 
95.18% 
(iii) 
95.98% 

(B) 
75% 
train, 
15% 
test 

(i) 74.51% 
(ii) 
88.77% 
(iii) 
92.51% 

(i) 79.32% 
(ii) 
90.37% 
(iii) 
93.94% 

(i) 81.64% 
(ii) 
91.27% 
(iii) 
94.83% 

(i) 83.42% 
(ii) 
92.51% 
(iii) 
94.83% 

(i) 85.03% 
(ii) 
93.76% 
(iii) 
95.01% 

(i) 84.14% 
(ii) 
93.58% 
(iii) 
95.19% 

(i) 84.85% 
(ii) 
93.76% 
(iii) 
95.37% 

(C) 
50% 
train, 
50% 
test 

(i) 71.51% 
(ii) 
87.82% 
(iii) 
91.75% 

(i) 76.76% 
(ii) 
89.32% 
(iii) 
92.88% 

(i) 79.19% 
(ii) 
90.91% 
(iii) 
94.38% 

(i) 80.79% 
(ii) 
91.47% 
(iii) 
94.56% 

(i) 81.82% 
(ii) 
92.22% 
(iii) 
94.75% 

(i) 81.91% 
(ii) 
92.41% 
(iii) 
94.56% 

(i) 82.10% 
(ii) 
92.31% 
(iii) 
94.94% 

(i) – Top 1, (ii) – Top 5, (iii) – Top 10 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 5. (a) Identification performance in terms of rank order statistics. (b) The recognition per-
formance under different eigenvalues. 

4.3   MSI vs. Unwrapping  

We implemented Wang’s unwrapping transformation algorithm by using Matlab [7]. 
The performance of our proposed algorithm is compared with the performance of the 
Wang’s unwrapping algorithm. We also used PCA for dimension reduction before 
classification. We chose 95% of the accumulated variance of eigenvalues in this ex-
periment. Table 3 shows the recognition rate of the unwrapping algorithm and our 
proposed algorithm. The recognition rate of our proposed algorithm is comparable with 
unwrapping algorithm.  

Table 3. Recognition rates by using proposed algorithm and unwrapping algorithm in SOTON 
database (PCA) 

Method MSI Unwrapping 
Rank Top 1 Top 5 Top 10 Top 1 Top 5 Top 10 

a. 50% train 
50% test 

87.15% 95.18% 95.98% 93.16% 97.56% 98.31% 

b. 75% train 
25% test 

84.85% 93.76% 95.37% 94.47% 97.33% 98.04% 

c. 90% train 
10% test 

82.10% 92.31% 94.94% 94.38% 97.59% 98.39% 

Remark: 95% of the accumulated variance of eigenvalues is used in this experiment 

5   Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper, we proposed a new representation for gait recognition. We used Motion 
Silhouettes Image (MSI) as the feature template for the recognition. The experiments 
showed that MSI has a high discriminative ability. The recognition performance is 
quite promising. The recognition rate is over 80 percent in SOTON dataset by using 
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MSI. It is comparable with Wang’s unwrapping algorithm [7]. The experimental results 
reveal that MSI has a great potential as a feature template in gait recognition. Fur-
thermore, by using MSI, it can reduce the data storage significantly, but still retain the 
critical spatial-temporal information for recognition. The original size of SOTON 
dataset is around 1.92GB. The dataset size reduced to 4.2MB which is reduced 99.7% 
of the original dataset after transformed to MSIs. In this paper, we evaluated the pro-
posed algorithm in the dataset which captured in the indoor environment. In future, we 
would like to evaluate the performance of our proposed algorithm under different in-
dependent variables situation such as loading, surface and footwear. In addition, we 
would like to explore other potential representation for gait recognition and we would 
like to use other dimension reduction technique such as kernel PCA to further improve 
the recognition rate. 
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